
Lionthorn Policy Bing Community Consultation Survey Results

1. Summary

The online survey was completed in October 2018 and was successful in gathering the views and opinions from a 
sample of residents living in close proximity to the park.  

Most respondents described themselves as being frequent users of the site, with one in three using it daily and a 
quarter more than once a week. Of these, a high proportion access the park as part of an active travel journey, with 
the remainder being recreational.  

The relatively new paths were seen as being the thing people liked most about the site at present, with a high 
number of responses highlighting issues with how barren the site looks along with dog fouling, litter and broken 
glass.  

The masterplan proposals were received positively by the majority of respondents in general terms both in the 
online survey and drop-in meeting. When ranked, the most popular changes included environmental/habitat 
enhancements such as meadow and tree planting, along with provision of more seating.  

The least popular proposals were those of public art, the 7 a-side pitch and the additional tar path. 

A number of other suggestions were made for inclusion within the masterplan proposals, with more litter/dog fouling 
bins, provision of play equipment (including natural play) and additional lighting being the most common.  

There were also a number of suggestions relating to the potential to rename the site, possibly through a public vote. 

2. Background

The online survey was marketed by social media (Facebook and Twitter), posters at key locations, email and word 
of mouth and hosted using surveymonkey. The survey opened in the last week of September 2018 and ran for six 
weeks. Most responses were provided in September, tailing off throughout October.  

In total there were 60 responses. A total of 42 respondents provided contact details to be kept up to date with future 
project developments, and 15 indicated they would like to be involved in practical work to improve the site. 

The appendix at the back of the report lists all the additional verbatim comments provided. 

A ‘Drop-in’ meeting was advertised at the same way/time as the online survey. This was attended by approximately 
11 people, not all of whom took the opportunity to record their comments or suggestions.  

3. Findings

3.1 Respondent Characteristics

In total there were 60 responses to the online questionnaire.

56% were female and 41% male. Two respondents indicated they would prefer not to say, and one person skipped 
this question. 

The vast majority of the respondents (53 in total) were from the FK1 5 post code sector, broadly corresponding to 
the Lionthorn/Woodlands/Bantaskin area of Falkirk. Four responses were received from the Hallglen area (FK1 2 
post code sector), possibly suggesting a need to modify the approach to future community engagement in that area. 
One response apiece was received from Grahamston and Maddiston both of which are some distance away from 
the site in question. 

3.2 Park Usage 

All but one person who completed the survey said they used the park. Of these, over 55% use it on a frequent basis 
– either every day or 2-3 times a week.
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Reasons given for not using the park include the level of dog fouling the site suffers, the lack of amenity and more 
attractive walking routes nearby.  

Most of the survey participants pass through the site as part of an active travel journey either to school (3), the 
shops (14), train station (33) or commuting to work (8). The next most popular uses of the area are for walking (29), 
dog walking (21), running (20) and cycling (19). A number of other responses were received relating to play.  

[Respondents could provide multiple answers] 

3.3 What people like about the park at present 

The recently upgraded paths were cited most requently as being the thing that people ‘liked’ about the park at 
present. There were a number of comments relating to how the paths helped improve their commute to work etc, as 
well as providing a good surface to enjoy the park in various ways (cycling, dog walking, scooters, running etc).  

The MUGA received the next highest number (11) of ‘likes’, followed by comments relating to play/sports (7), the 
open views (7), lighting (6) and accessibility (6).  
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The full list of comments can be found in Appendix 1. 

3.4 Problems/Issues with the park at present 

As illustrated in the chart below, issues relating to litter/glass (11) and dog fouling (9) were highlighted by 
respondents, but the highest number of comments were made in relation to how barren and neglected much of the 
site looked (12). The issue of flooding was also commented upon by 6 respondents, with the dark/lack of lighting 
around the park also being identified 5 times within the survey.  

The full list of comments can be found in Appendix 2. 
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3.5 Responses to the draft masterplan 

Online survey respondents were asked to look at the materplan proposals for Lionthorn Bing and to let us know 
what they thought of the initial ideas. A high proportion of responses were positive as can be seen from the 
comments grouped under common headings above. There were specific supportive comments for the habitat 
creation elements (4), seating (2) and 7 a-side football pitch (1).  

However, a number of concerns were raised relating to the 7 a-side football pitch (6), especailly around potential 
noise disturbance and use of foul language during games.  

Four respondents highlighted that whilst they may be supportive of the proposals they had concerns over ensuring 
appropriate ongoing maintenance. A lack of play facilities within the masterplan was another concern highlighted 
by 3 respondents.  

At the ‘Drop-in’ meeting, positve comments were received in relation to the tree avenue (2), habitat creation (2), 
the positive use of space (2). One comment a-piece was received for the meadow, footballpitch and public art 
space.  

The main concerns highlighted included the need for a 7aside pitch (4) and the potential that some of the proposals 
(such as seating/sheltered areas) may lead to an increase in antisocial behaviour. Three respondents made 
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reference to the site name ‘Policy Bing’ and whether there may be an opportunity for coming up with a new name 
for the site.  

The full list of comments can be found in Appendix 3. 

3.5 Ranking of masterplan proposals 

Online survey respondents were asked to rank each of the proposed elements within the masterplan from 1 (lowest 
priority) to 5 (highest priority). When we weight then add the scores for each suggestion in the masterplan we can 
quickly identify which proposals are considered to be the highest priority.  

In general, environmental/habitat enhancement elements were identified as being amongst the higher priority 
suggestions (i.e. wildflower meadows, tree avenues and informal/edible hedgerow). More seating/benches were 
also ranked amongst the highest priority, with the more informal seating provided by low mounding/landscaping also 
being ranked fairly high.  

The public art space was ranked as being the lowest priority, with the 7 a-side pitch and additional tar path also 
being ranked very low.  

Those attending the drop-in consultation exercise were also asked to score which proposals were the most 
important to them. By following a similar weighted analysis as above it is possible to identify which suggestions 
were the highest priority; although it is important to note that this is from a much smaller sample size (11 
participants versus 60 online respondents).  
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Seating was seen as the highest priority, followed by environmental/habitat enhancements such as meadow/bulb 
planting and hedgerows. The public art space and 7 a-side pitch received more favourable ranking than the online 
survey, with tree avenues and path ink scoring the lowest.  

More detailed information on ranking can be found in Appendix 4. 

3.6 Other suggested improvements 

The online survey asked respondents to suggest any other improvements they would like to see incorporated within 
the masterplan. The following chart provides a summary of categorised suggestions from this question, along with 
suggestions stated elsewhere within the survey responses.  

The most frequent suggestions related to provision of a play park (6) or natural play areas (3). This was closely 
followed by requests for more litter bins (5) and dog fouling bins (4), along with a desire to see the level of dog 
fouling addressed (3).   

The need for more lighting was identified by four respondents, which mostly related to provision of lighting columns 
rather than solar lighting studs (although these were highlighted by a number of respondents as being a welcome 
addition to the recently created sealed paths on the bing).  

A range of other play/activity provision was also suggested, including a trim trail, assault course, cycle/pump track 
and/or a skate park.  
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Provision of an attraction such as a restaurant/bar/hot drinks kiosk was suggested by 4 respondents, although this 
is outwith the scope of the current project.  

At the ‘Drop-in’ meeting, two suggestions were made for inclusion of natural play elements such as boulders and/or 
large tree trunks. Further comment was made of the need to safeguard/enhance views through reducing tree height 
and provision of seating at the viewpoint overlooking Falkirk Town. 

There were also single suggestions for more dog fouling bins, inclusion of an mtb skills/pump track and ensuring 
adequate parking.  

The full list of suggestions can be found in Appendix 3 (Drop-in meeting) and Appendix 5 (online survey). 
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Appendix 1 
Please list what you like about the bing including any comments about the paths, MUGA (multi use games area), 
trees, signage, etc. 

Answered:49 Skipped: 11 

#  RESPONSES DATE 

Cut through to train station 10/20/2018 8:38PM 

2  If there is a Mugs it should be as far from homes as possible.Trees would be good but 10/17/2018 10:12 AM 
hopefully not the weeds that have been dumped on Princes Park. 

3  Positive addition to greenspace in the area. 10/5/2018 9:10AM 

4  Enjoy playing on basketballcourt 10/4/2018 3:22 PM 

5  Enjoy playing on basketballcourt 10/4/2018 3:20PM 

6  easily accessible 10/4/2018 1:15PM 

7  Path system is good for kids to safely cycle and stay in view.Basketballcourt is also good as  10/2/2018 8:20 PM 
we live locally. 

8  Good pathways and muga area,great views 10/2/2018 7:46 PM 

9  Paths and open area 10/2/2018 7:31 PM 

10  The paths and MUGA 10/2/2018 6:26 PM 

11 It's a great size good for sports 10/2/2018 6:26 PM 

12 Well lit now for dog walking, clear paths 10/2/2018 6:06 PM 

13 Openness,views, muga 10/2/2018 6:04 PM 

14  Love the light op paths when ifs dark. Smooth paths for cycling and scootering.Lovely views. 10/2/2018 4:52 PM 
Great football area. 

15 Great View and chance to see wildlife in an urban environment 10/2/2018 1:41 PM 

16 New paths are great for kids to cycle safely on and for jogging.Like the fact they are lit up at  10/1/2018 8:05 PM 
night so they can be used then too. 

17 A trim track or some play things for kids zip wire.Like the art structure idea and some more 10/1/2018 5:02 PM 
grass space or places for sitting.It's very windy up there so a shelter would be good 

18 Trees, peaceful, close to house 9/30/2018 12:24 PM 

19 Ilike having the open area of the bing. It is pleasant to use for a fresh alr and a stroll, as well as  9/30/2018 11:47 AM 
an shortcut down to town and station.The upgraded paths,the fairly recent planting of the trees and 
the new paths are good Improvements.The signage is ok.the lack of dog litter bins certainly is not. 

20 The new paths have increased public usage massively. The MUGA was used a lot in the  9/30/2018 11:13 AM 
summer by all sorts of groups. Ilove the mown paths on the grassy area on the bing and the wild 
flowers that are in bloom on the blaes at the moment. 

21 The upgrade to the paths was an excellent idea.The park is now an excellent place to walk. 9/29/2018 4:34PM 
The signage is also very good 

22 My sons use the MUGA for football and roller skating.In winter they went sledging on the 9/28/2018 12:23 PM 
slopes near Lochgreen playgroup. 

23 The improvements already made,the ease of access for residents, potential with its proximity to  9/28/2018 12:01 PM 
the residential neighbourhoods and a great viewpoint for visitors to the town (if they were to know 
of its existence) 

24 The smooth tar of the paths is great for kids learning to cycle or to play on their scooters.The 9/28/2018 11:55 AM 
areas of trees around the outside are nice as they are getting to be well established and attract 
wildlife. 

25 over the years it has been greatly improved 9/28/2018 11:01 AM 

26 Views, wildlife, new paths..except when it's icy, 9/27/2018 8:37AM 
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27 It has great views and is generally quiet noise wise.The new paths are very good and allow us to 
walk with our Pram easily. 

9/27/2018 5:23AM 

28 Ionly like the space as my dog can run around 9/26/2018 9:15PM 

29 It is now suitable for walking etc..but does need repairs already. 9/26/2018 7:30PM 

30 Great paths.. 9/26/2018 6:37PM 

31 Igrew up nearby and it is a handy place to walk through to get from Hallglen to the High Station 9/26/2018 6:29 PM 
or Union Canalavoiding the tunnel or the busy Glen Brae.An upgrade sympathetic to the 
surrounding landscape would be welcome • it is visible from higher points in Falklrk so needs to 
blend in.It would encourage people to spend more time outdoors in the area • aside from the 
community woodland the area seems to lack greenspace,and what it does have is inaccessible 
for people with mobility issues.Being flatter than Lionthorn Wood or Princes Park, the bing 
could make a more suitable green place for people with mobility issues to take their 
children/grandchildren to walk or play. 

32 Good tarmac on paths for road bikes 9/26/2018 6:11 PM 

33 N/A 9/26/2018 9:51AM 

34 The new low lit path is brilliant & looks really good 9/26/2018 8:16AM 

35 muga is good,the new paths and lights are excenent 9/25/201810:29 PM 

36 Paths idealfor walking 9/25/2018 6:31 PM 

37 Since the paths have been laid makes a better dog walking area. 9/25/2018 6:13PM 

38 New path just been laid and it's already damaged with weeds growing through it sadly. 9/25/2018 11:48 AM 

39 Great path for running, great area for walking dog, nice walk to train station,MUGA great for 9/24/2018 9:18 PM 
kids 

40 We use the MUGA, and the path network. 9/24/2018 6:58 PM 

41 Much better now the paths have been paved. 9/24/2018 4:27PM 

42 Paths are super . .the MUGA is too far removed from our houses so it's not used much as it 9/24/2018 3:46 PM 
should be ..it needs more plants /trees 

43 Paths are in good state of repair for running.The games area is within a contained space. 9/24/2018 3:46PM 

44 Theimprovement in walkways and lighting. 9/24/2018 2:01 PM 

45 New paths are useful 9/24/2018 1:12PM 

46 It is convenient and the new paths are great for the kids cycling,the play area is okay • like the 9/24/2018 12:44 PM 
fact that it has basketball nets and not just football focused.The ash park itself Is dirty and 
dangerous with broken glass and there could be a lot more greenery and grassy areas.It's a great 
physicalspace, just not used to it's full potential. 

47 Flat easy walking paths with lovely views over  Falklr1< and the hills 9/24/201812:35 PM 

48 paths are good. 9/24/201812:31 PM 

49 lllke that the paths are flat and smooth as I enjoy roller skating around the loop for fitness and 9/24/2018 12:10 PM 
fun.I also enjoy walking my dogs there and there is lots of room for them to run around. There 
are also wild flowers e.g.Poppies, chamomile etc that are pleasant to look at. 
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Appendix 2 
Please list any problems or issues with the bing, including any comments about the paths, MUGA (multi use games 
area), trees, signage, etc. 

Answered: 47  Skipped: 13 

# RESPONSES 
Can be dark at night Path very skippy in winter difficult to use to get to station Grass verge not 
cut so have to use pavement to walk which is often sloppy in winter New access to Falkirk high 
station from new car park is also going to be tricky if we have bad weather like last year due to 
uneven part surfaces and the poor sloping pathway to the station itself will be a death slide in 
winter 

DATE 

10/20/2018 8:38PM 

2  Public art space- this is a nice residential area.This has potential to be very tacky.lwould  10/17/2018 10:12 AM 
doubt there willbe the finances to maintain it to an acceptable standard.Who will be monitoring 
what art is appropriate? Wild meadows tend to collect rubbish and look tacky - again not in- 
keeping with the area.Sometimes less is more.Some nice pathways,trees and a Muga for 
children would be a far more appropriate solution. Your multiple choice questions only allow a 
score of lowest priority not an objection. This results in poor data collection.Poorly designed 
consultations just lead to issues.Appears to be another consultation designed to give the 
answers the councilwants rather than a genuine consultation. 

3  Lane from Slammanan Road is poorly maintained and used by motorists at an unsafe speed.  10/5/2018 9:10AM 
No need for more football provision. 

4 Covered in dog faeces  10/4/2018 3:22PM 

5  Covered in dogs and their faeces  10/4/2018 3:20 PM 

6  It seems pretty barren to me & in need of attention with plenty potentialfor improvement  10/4/2018 1:15 PM 

7  Glass occasionally smashed on the court. The old ash park is needing an alternative and what  10/2/2018 8:20PM 
is proposed would be a fantastic change. 

8  Minimalbins, area off the pathways can be marshy  10/212018 7:46 PM 

9  Dog shit  10/212018 7:31 PM 

10  The massive gravel area is a waste of useable space.The gravel isn't the best surface for  10/2/2018 6:26PM 
sports due to its rough nature. 

11  Its a bit messy and floods too easily, area needs to be used more wisely.  10/2/2018 6:26PM 

12  Muga not very central & seems small  10/2/2018 6:06PM 

13  Looks deserted  10/2/2018 6:04 PM 

14  Lots of glass on the ash park area. Some anti social behaviour, esp around bonfire night  10/2/2018 4:52PM 
Derelict space, not engaging.It's currently a wasted opportunity. 

15  Paths dangerously slippy in cold weather.  10/2/2018 1:41 PM 

16  A lot of litter on the embankment opposite where the benches are at a viewpoint. View across  10/1/2018 8:05PM 
Falkirk could be improved by taming the trees a bit. 

17  New paths are good  10/1/2018 5:02PM 

18  Feellike wasted space at the moment.  9/30/2018  12:24 PM 

19  My areas of concern about the project is noise coming from 7 aside football pitch, the problem of  9/30/2018 11:47 AM 
litter and especially dog fouling. At present this area Is highly used by dog walkers and it is 
evident that many dog owners are not picking up the waste, or are doing so then throwing the 
bags away into bushes or hanging them onto the bushes.This proposed area will encourage 
more dog walkers.What will be done to ensure less mess, mess which is more evident when 
there is snow on the ground? Also there are times when quad bikes and motor bikes loudly use 
this area. Is something included in the plans to put a definite stop for access for them? 

20  Dog walkers who don't pick up their dog's mess (I'm a dog walker and wouldn't dream of leaving  9/30/2018 11:13 AM 
it).Lots of dog owners are responsible but there are a few who don't bother. 
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21 It's too easy for people to get onto the Ash Park with their quad bikes and similar motorised 
vehicles.If there was to be 7 a side football,where would changing facilities etc.be? Will it be a 

9/29/2018 6:03PM 

noisy activity? 

22 The entrance to the park from Glen Brae was locked to prevent cars from entering the park as 9/29/2018 4:34 PM 
boy racers frequently did high turns etc.But recently the lock to prevent this was removed and 
as a result cars once again are racing around the park. Iwould urge you to reinstate this 
security as klds are always in the park playing which is great. 

23 Can be a lot of dog poo and dogs running loose 9/28/2018 12:23 PM 

24 No problems, especially if the proposed improvements take place and utilise the ground 9/28/2018 12:01 PM 
conditions (especially the wet areas) 

25 motorbikes have used it as a track,dog fouling is increasing,at least one more poo bin is needed 9/28/2018 11:01 AM 
at pirleyhill gardens exit,bags are often dropped there,signs prohibiting motor vehicles at 
entrances would be useful 

26 Litter and dog fouling 9/27/2018 8:37AM 

27 Other than the paths and play area the rest of the bing is pretty much unusable at present. 9/27/2018 5:23AM 

28 Unpleasant looking, lack of lighting and feelings safe during winter nights 9/26/2018 9:15PM 

29 The new tarmac paths are already in nees of repair due to roots coming through them at various 9/26/2018 7:30PM 
points.Also the view area of the town will soon be unseeable due to the trees that were planted 
a few years back. 

30 Area where viewing platform over the town..Trees are getting so tall you can't see the town or 9/26/2018 6:37PM 
Kelples..The need trimming. 

31 Access for people wilh mobility Issues - I'm not sure if more car parking is the right thing to do 9/26/2018 6:29 PM 
as Iimagine commuters would use It for the train station, but It may help attract people who 
cannot walk far/Wheelchair users, or make it more attractive to groups who want to use it for 
team sports, or running/fitness groups. 

32 Has been reglected of recent years 9/2612018 6:11 PM 

33 It is a dirty and isolated spot that Ido not feelsafe using. 9/26/2018 9:51 AM 

34 It's not well it enough to use in the dark apart from the marked pathway,Iwouldn't feel safe 9/26/2018 8:16AM 
running round the periphery while there are no lights.Brilliant that something is going to be 
done with this space as it's been an eyesore for years! 

35 the path from the Bing to slamannan rd is in poor condition.the areas outside the path and 9/25/2018 10:29 PM 
muga are in poor condition and upkeep. there isnt a play park which would attract more people 
to play 

36 The paths have now created dams which now cause the centralarea to flood. 9/25/2018 6:13PM 

37 Glass, poo not picked up and the flooding of lower new path when it rains.Top path also 9/25/2018 11:48 AM 
damaged about 10 feet due to weeds. 

38 Other than MUGA ground in middle not appropriate for anything really. 9/24/2018 9:18PM 

39 "Desire lines" are becoming visible within the wild meadowfgrass.More seats would benefit 9/24/2018 6:58PM 
older and younger people. A couple of picnic benches would be great. A "proper" swing park 
would be wonderful (especially if it reflected the naturalsurroundings rather than being mostly 
metal). 

40 More litter picking required... 9/24/2018 3:46PM 

41 Not enough lighting for female walkers at night. Paths are icy In winter due to water not draining 
away properly.It's a huge waste of space and could be a great meeting point I community 

9/2412018 3:46 PM 

potential for local residents if included a restaurant I bar. 

42 Poor lighting for dark nights Flooding Not a lot for everyone to do Not interesting or picturesque 9124/2018 3:39PM 
to look at or walk through 

43 Glass on the muga, the other spaces are full of weeds, are overgrown and often covered in litter 9/24/2018 1:12 PM 
so not suitable for kids to play on 

44 See above. 9/24/2018 12:44 PM 

45 Rubbish from youths and fact that the lower section below the oath that overlooks Falkirk 9/24/2018 12:35 PM 
always floods 

46 exposed.not very nice to look at. 9/24/2018 12:31 PM 

47 No physicalproblems with it but it could be a more pleasant looking space. 9/24/2018 12:10 PM 
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Appendix 3 
LIONTHORN POLICY BING 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION ‘DROP-IN’ MEETING 4 OCTOBER 2018 

Things I’d like to change in the Masterplan… 

1. Add more play areas for children eg. ‘natural play’ like boulders/large tree stumps
2. Seating area to look over the view of the river and the town
3. Take the top off the slope on Lionthorn Road side and use somewhere else on the site
4. Include some natural play eg. low ropes concept or
5. Things to add zebra/pelican crossing to Hallglen
6. Clear fell a ridge of trees below the viewpoint to preserve the view which is obscured by the trees in 5/10 years

xxxx not visible at all – plant meadow grassland instead
7. Picnic benches in sheltered area?
8. Agree with the installation of a zebra crossing for safety of both adults and children
9. Would like to see some alternative offerings other than football to fulfil the sporting/active requirements of

the site such as a mountain bike skills area/pump track etc.
10. Community art integrated to be interactive, having an additional purpose as a child friendly play area
11. Dog friendly area needs to include more dog bins
12. Who will maintain in perpetuity the facility to the highest standards?
13. Prefer that sheltered area are located further away from Pirleyhill residents
14. Not another football pitch
15. Parking must be adequate

Things I don’t like in the Masterplan… 

1. “Policy Bing” is a negative name
2. Lionthorn isn’t where it is…
3. Could a new name reference its identity and location?
4. Adult – I don’t see requirement of football pitch
5. The football pitch should be multi-functional
6. Existing ball area is not overused – need for new one?
7. Trees destroy sight lines for watching young children
8. Public art – would rather see the money in providing child friendly play 9. Football xxxxx, as there is plenty of

provision in the very near vicinity
9. No consideration to the road from Slamannan Road which will be used by cars to access parking to use this

facility, this road is already in poor condition, increased traffic is a concern. This road should also have
increased speed bumps to improve child safely and an enforceable low speed limit

10. No specific agenda for maintenance of any improvements made
11. Concern over sheltered areas that could attract teenagers as a discreet place to consume alcohol
12. Potential misuse of facilities for anti-social purposes and there being little provision to monitor/tackle this
13. Parking at redundant nursery must be the actual parking and has to be accessible for mobility impaired and/or

parking accessible at the main road would be helpful
14. Sheltered areas can lead to antisocial behaviour to detriment of individuals/residents/users of the facility

Things I like in the Masterplan… 

1. Meadow areas
2. Kids like the idea of a football pitch
3. The avenue of trees for wind protection
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4. That the space will be developed
5. Saving the area as a conservation area
6. Positive use of space
7. Use of planting to break wind over large flat surface
8. Use of high level trees and low level hedge planting to make sure area is still providing visibility for those who

walk alone in this area in the dark
9. Maintaining the ‘green infrastructure’ of Falkirk
10. I like the idea of a public art space : convince me!
11. Its long term dereliction, this could be positive
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Appendix 4 – Ranking 
Online Survey response 

Drop-in meeting results 

1 (x1) 2 (x2) 3 (x3) 4 (x4) 5 (x5) Total Rank
19 8 16 6 11

7 aside pitch 19 16 48 24 55 162 10
4 9 13 23 10

Low mounding/seating 4 18 39 92 50 203 5
4 6 14 19 17

Tree avenues 4 12 42 76 85 219 3
6 9 14 20 11

Informal/edible hedgerow 6 18 42 80 55 201 6
10 9 14 11 16

Wetland creation/man 10 18 42 44 80 194 7
7 11 12 20 9

Bulb planting 7 22 36 80 45 190 8
4 9 11 18 18

Meadow area 4 18 33 72 90 217 4
16 8 13 11 11

Tar path - additional 16 16 39 44 55 170 9
3 7 11 20 19

Wildflower/meadow area 3 14 33 80 95 225 1
18 10 20 6 6

Public art space 18 20 60 24 30 152 11
3 4 15 23 15

Seating/benches 3 8 45 92 75 223 2

Ranking - low to high 

1 (x3) 2 (x2) 3 (x1) Weighted total Rank
3 1 0

Path link 9 2 0 11 1
0 2 1

Low mounding 0 4 1 5 4
1 1 3

Tree avenues 3 2 3 8 2
0 3 1

Wetland creation 0 6 1 7 3
1 0 0

Hedgerow 3 0 0 3 6
0 0 0

Seating/benches 0 0 0 0 7
1 0 1

Meadow creation/Bulb planting 3 0 1 4 5
1 1 0

Public art space 3 2 0 5 4
1 0 2

7 aside pitch 3 0 2 5 4
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Appendix 5 
Online Response - Are there other improvements you would like to see incorporated? 

Answered: 34 Skipped: 26 

#  RESPONSES DATE 

An improved path from estate to train station current path is very difficult in winter and not 
cleared or grited made access to station last year due to bad weather very difficult 

10/20/2018 8:38PM 

2 Some good ideas.Remove public 'art' space. 10/17/2018 10:12 AM 

3 Road access Improved up the Slammanan Road access point. 10/5/2018 9:10 AM 

4  Get rid of dog faeces 10/4/2018 3:22PM 

5 Get rid of dog faeces 10/412018 3:20 PM 

6 Good playpark for all ages, area maintained after trees, sgrubs planted so not too grow too 10/2/2018 7:46PM 
hight/wild 

7  Picnic area, kids cycle path.Maybe a small cycle route/pump track/play area like in the  10/212018 7:31 PM 
grangemouth park. 

B A good play park for kids would be very beneficialto the area. 10/2/2018 6:26 PM 

9  Security for the place so not over run by teenagers. Danger of fire in the lionthorn woods from 10/2/2018 6:26 PM 
delinquents 

10  Cycle area like out at Canada Wood 10/2/201B 6:06 PM 

11  Natural play area as per previous comments 10/2/2018 4:52 PM 

12  Could maybe include an assault course type play area or outdoor exercise equipment. 10/1/201B 8:05 PM 

13  Extra lighting on pathways for walkers 9/30/2018 12:24 PM 

14  Litter bins and dog bins 9/30/2018 11:47 AM 

15  One or two more bins.....with dog poo bags attached to hand out 9/30/2018 11:13 AM 

16 There is a lot of drinking taking place at night and these idiots throw their empty cans and 9/29/2018 4:34 PM 
bottles all over the place.It would be a good idea to have patrols to reduce this type of 
behaviour. 

17 It would be nice to have a circuit on a flat tar path- good for scooters, skates, learner cyclists 9/2812018 12:23 PM 
and away from traffic 

18  more poo bins.motor vehicle prohibited signs at entrances 9/28/2018 11:01 AM 

19  Planting of some fruit trees if tree planting is to go ahead and more control oflitter and fog 9/27/2018 8:37AM 
fouling 

20 I would suggest CCTV to try and deter people damaging the bing or using it as an area to drink. 9/27/2018 5:23AM 

21  Access to a kiosk/mobile van for drinks/snacks 9/26/2018 9:15PM 

22  Possibly lights on the paths 9/26/2018 7:30 PM 

23  NIA 9/26/2018 9:51AM 

24  Ilike the nature areas, I think the 7 a side pitch would be a waste of space, but if used would 9(25/2018 10:29 PM 
require to be 4G, a play park would be possibly a better suggestion for the football area. A roofed 
pagodawith seating in the nature area would be nice.Also possibly a trim track round the outside to tie 
in with the path that circles the Bing. 

25  Rubbish bins 9/25/2018 6:31 PM 

26  Chop down the tree's on the North side in front of the viewing area.They block the view. 9/25/2018 6:13PM 

27  More bins  9/25/2018 11:48 AM 

28  RestauranUbar 9/24/2018 3:46 PM 

29  Ensure good lighting for use at alltimes of the day & year 9/24/2018 3:39 PM 

30  Some sort of eco-friendly childrens play area (something similar to what is at the Helix but on a  9/24/2018 2:01 PM 
smaller scale 
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31  Playparks I outdoor adult gym ideas 

32  All mentioned above 

33  Drainage instead of wetland 

34  something for teenagers/young people. eg skate park 
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